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Legal Disclaimer
No part of this Litepaper shall be taken to imply as being a prospectus of any kind or an advertise-
ment for investment, nor shall it be construed as an offer or solicitation of an offer to encourage/ 
facilitate the purchase of any securities whatsoever in any jurisdiction. This Litepaper is not in 
tandem with any regulatory framework, laws, or authorities aimed at protecting investors. This 
Litepaper shall not be used in jurisdictions that limit or prohibit the sharing, publication, availabil-
ity, or utilization of a Litepaper or any associated actions. All participants must notify themselves 
on their own accord and comply with applicable limitations or prohibitions. 

This Litepaper presented in English is the primary and official source of information regarding the 
project. The information forming part of this Litepaper may, from time to time, be translated and 
shared in other languages. LootMogul cannot guarantee the correctness and accuracy of such 
translated information. Any divergence and inconsistencies between such translation and the 
original document in the English language presented herewith, the information presented in the 
said English Litepaper shall preside and override all other translated versions.

Disclaimer of Liability To the maximum extent permitted by the applicable laws, regulations, and 
rules, LootMogul and its affiliates shall not be liable for any indirect, special, incidental, conse-
quential, or other losses of any kind, in tort, contract, or otherwise (including but not limited to 
loss of revenue, income or profits, and loss of use or data), arising out of or in connection with any 
acceptance of or reliance on this Litepaper or any part thereof by you. 
By accessing and accepting possession of any information in this litepaper, you represent and 
warrant to LootMogul and its affiliates the following
» You agree and acknowledge that the LootMogul does not constitute securities in any jurisdic-

tion.
» You agree and acknowledge that this Litepaper does not constitute a prospectus or offer 

document of any sort and is not intended to constitute an offer of securities in any jurisdiction 
or a solicitation for investment in securities. 

» You are not bound to enter into any contract or binding legal commitment, and no cryptocur-
rency or another form of payment is to be accepted based on this Litepaper.

» You agree and acknowledge that no regulatory authority has examined or certified the infor-
mation set out in this Litepaper.

» No action has been or will be taken under the laws, regulatory requirements, or rules of any 
jurisdiction, and the publication, distribution, or dissemination of this Litepaper to you does 
not imply that the applicable laws, regulatory requirements, or rules have been complied with

» The distribution or dissemination of this Litepaper, or any copy thereof, or acceptance of the 
same by you, is not prohibited or restricted by the applicable laws, regulations, or rules in your 
jurisdiction. Where any restrictions in relation to possession are applicable, the same has been 
dealt with by you at your own expense and without liability to LootMogul and its affiliates.

» You agree and acknowledge that creators of this Litepaper are not liable for any indirect, spe-
cial, incidental, consequential, or other losses of any kind, in tort, contract or otherwise 
(including but not limited to loss of revenue, income, or profits, and loss of use or data), arising 
out of or in connection with any acceptance on this Litepaper or any part thereof by you. 
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Introduction
What is a Metaverse?
Metaverse is a digital world where users can socialize, work, produce revenue, and more in a 
shared space. Users can interact with friends and colleagues over Metaverse, party, go shopping, 
and continue all the tasks. Metaverse lands can be purchased, rented, and sold through the plat-
form. Virtual gigs, like fashion shows, concerts, and events, can be conducted on different plat-
forms.
 
In the last few years, there have been tremendous advancements in the digital world, especially in 
the Metaverse. The prefix "meta" (beyond) and the stem "verse" are the origins of the phrase 
"metaverse" (universe). The phrase translates to "beyond the universe." Neal Stephenson's 1992 
science fiction book Snow Crash served as the inspiration for the Metaverse. Additionally, it 
appears in Neuromancer by William Gibson and Ready Player One by Ernest Cline. Even though the 
concept has been pondered for a while, it had immense growth during the Covid-19 pandemic. 
According to Bloomberg, due to a spike in interest during the pandemic, the Metaverse may be 
valued at $800 billion by 2024.

What are NFTs?
NFTs are one-of-a-kind digital assets that cannot be replaced. Any items can be tokenized- land, 
artworks, videos, and more. The NFT is designed to efficiently transfer ownership claims that can 
be transparently recorded in the blockchain. In addition, NFTs share the blockchain's transparency 
and immutability because they are built on the blockchain. Suppose you have an original painting 
by a famous artist. Even though there will be replicas, the original painting will have value com-
pared to the replicas, just like there is only one painting of 'Monalisa' by Leonardo da Vinci.

What is LootMogul?
LootMogul is an athlete-led sports metaverse (web 3 platform) that is powered by virtual real 
estate, training academies, blockchain games, meta shops for athletes, and brands with in-re-
al-life (IRL) rewards.
» Athletes own land, studios, stadiums, and experience hubs to generate lifetime royalties by 

engaging with fans through Learn2Earn and Play2Earn models.
» Fans engage with their idols to learn new skill sets, earn rewards and gain access to real-world 

VIP events & limited edition merchandise.

For example, LootMogul’s NBA and WNBA athletes engage fans through various metaverse com-
munity & gaming hubs such as: 
1. Lisa Leslie’s leadership academy for empowering women in sports and real-life challenges, 
2. Michael Cooper’s defensive basketball academy to teach young athletes the power of defense  
  moves using metaverse AI game,
3. Mario Chalmers’s RIO fantasy island for gaming and entertainment

LootMogul is expanding the web3 community by bringing web 2 gamers and sports fanatics to the 
metaverse. 

By delivering approachable and challenging gameplay centered around the best NFTs, LootMogul 
seeks to revolutionize the metaverse gaming industry. The games include basketball, football, 
mixed martial arts, baseball, cricket, hockey, and more.

The Ethereum blockchain has the majority of NFTs. However, other blockchains have their imple-
mentations of NFTs. Like Solana and Binance. Ethereum is a cryptocurrency, but its blockchain 
accounts for who owns and exchanges NFTs. But there are limitations to the Ethereum blockchain:
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» Rising transactional expenditures- The rising demand for Ethereum has increased transaction 
fees. Transaction costs on Ethereum sometimes referred to as "gas," can vary and be highly 
expensive. That's excellent if you're making money as a miner, but it's not as advantageous if 
you're attempting to use the network. Ethereum forces participants to pay the fee, unlike 
Bitcoin, where the network rewards transaction verifiers.

» Risk of inflation in cryptocurrencies- Although Ethereum has a yearly cap of 18 million ether 
released, there is no cap on the total amount of tokens we could create. Because Bitcoin has a 
fixed lifetime restriction on the number of coins, this could mean that Ethereum functions 
more like cash and may not value as much as Bitcoin as an investment.

» A lengthy learning process for developers- The transition from centralized to decentralized 
networks can make it challenging for developers to learn Ethereum.

These issues have contributed to building the LootMogul platform in multiple blockchains like 
Polygon, Binance, Solana, Elrond, and Klaytn.

As one of the pioneers in this $800 billion market, LootMogul aims to develop a platform that 
embodies a full gaming platform together with NFT that enables the community of influencers and 
gamers to entertain and channel recurrent revenue. We work to bring new advancements in the 
upcoming days for influencers, fans, gamers, and land owners. As the digital platform is growing 
fast, we believe that all users should get an essence of it and try to make this dream possible for 
everyone. We also want to be a community rather than another NFT marketplace.

» Creating a model for sports fan engagement using our multiplayer, competitive blockchain 
games, NFTs, and in-person celebrity experiences.

» Providing easy-to-use tools so that game developers, athletes, fans, and metaverse platforms 
may customize and integrate with our sports community.

» Enabling gaming communities, businesses, and guilds to purchase, rent, and earn lifetime 
royalties from NFT stadiums, seats, avatars, and wearables.

The next step in the development of socializing and space is the Metaverse. The goal of Lootmogul 
is to help bring the Metaverse to life. Thus we are creating sports arenas in 3D environments that 
will enable you to interact, study, work together, and play in ways that are unimaginable to us now.

Long term, we will collaborate, expand the number of Metaverse platforms for which our products 
are appropriate, and create more innovative and engaging ad types.

our vision
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Problem and Solution
Problem

Solution

The hefty entry price of NFT and metaverse games has made it difficult for many people. Most NFTs 
now on the market also offer no real-life rewards or tangible advantages. This causes skepticism 
about the benefits of investing in NFTs. For a token to have utility, a token economy must show how 
it will be used in an ecosystem. Most of the time, token economies had neither products nor cus-
tomers to back them up; they were based only on speculation. Since there was no functioning 
token economy, there was no need for the token's utility, leaving the token's price at the whim of 
market participants.

The Loot protocol and framework provide users with an Ethereum-compatible platform and effi-
cient solution for Blockchain networks. This is crucial in a gaming environment where NFTs or 
other digital asset transactions call for a single currency and a compatible platform. This is the first 
unified and comprehensive gaming platform available on the market.
Characteristics of the Loot Framework and Protocol:
» Interoperable Protocol
» Multichain
» Single Protocol for the gaming ecosystem partners
» Modular and Secure
» Extensible for growing networks
Free-to-play games' in-app purchases and virtual currencies haven't always been immutable. 
They were, in other words, perishable consumables. Now anything purchased using NFTs will 
genuinely belong to the owner. The purchaser's name will be linked to the asset. Users are free to 
openly distribute and redistribute assets without the developer's permission, as each object can 
be uniquely identified and is demonstrated to have a finite number of copies.
LootMogul has many features to provide. These includes
» Our top athletes employ the Learn2Earn and Play2Earn models to coach and interact with 

their fans using unique academy and gaming approaches.
» Players can establish their metaverse community centers, link their social impact causes, or 

establish non-profit foundations to further their objectives.
» Gives our community the ability to earn lifetime royalties on lands, NFTs, wearables, charac-

ters from metaverse games, and LootMogul tokens.
Gamifying features that make use of the special applications of blockchain
» A friendly, customer-focused brand built on a real love of blockchain technology 
» A platform that is open to users with all degrees of technical expertise 
» A long-term revenue-based framework (as opposed to an ICO)

LOOTMOGUL

TOKEN UTILITY
COIN
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Advantages of LootMogul platform

Lootmogul runs on the Ethereum, Polygon, Klaytn, Solana, Elrond, and Binance Smart Chain (BSC) 
blockchains. Ethereum and polygon is a useful blockchain for minting NFTs on the OpenSea mar-
ketplace. BSC, klaytn, Solana, and Elrond is an attractive consumer-centric chain with a growing 
user base and inexpensive transactions. Lootmogul is trying to make its presence on multiple 
chains and working on the mission to make in-game assets interoperable.

Its front-facing applications, web and mobile, are built on leading cutting-edge technologies, 
which include React, Solidity, Rust, react-native, Next-JS, and Node JS (backend).

SEAMLESS
EXPERIENCE

INTEROPERABLE HIGH USER
ENGAGEMENT

REAL LIFE
UTILITIES

INFLUENCER
AND USER

MARKET

SCALABILITY,
SECURITY,

SOVEREIGNTY

GLOBAL
REACH,

CONNECT

Technology
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On-Chain and Off-Chain Transactions
All Lootmogul’s in-game assets, NFTs, and metaverse lands can be purchased using off-chain like 
credit, debit cards, or other payment gateways. However, in the future, all these items can also be 
bought using decentralized wallets like Metamask, phantom to make on-chain purchases. Also, we 
will be integrating fiat into the crypto transaction system where non-crypto users can purchase 
blockchain NFTs without difficulty. 

Lootmogul’s Cross Chain NFTs
In Lootmogul’s NFT Platform, every NFT minted is either an ERC-721 (a fully non-fungible token) or 
EIP-1155 (semi non-fungible tokens); the difference is that the latter allows a new class of token 
where a single, smart contract can govern an infinite number of tokens (think of it as a single 
bundle of non-fungible tokens). Additionally, for every NFT, the creator can set their own royalty 
percentage, and they also could provide some preview of the content,

Lootmogul’s NFTs are available on multiple blockchains like BEP-20, Solana, Klaytn, Ethereum, 
Polygon, and Elrond. The team is also working on adding the cross-chain bridge (XP-network 
bridge) to transfer and trade any NFts from one chain to another. 

Current Project Architecture
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Token economics

Token flow

Private Token Round

18%

8%

15%

6%
10%

24%

15%
4%

Public SaleEcosystem

Treasury

Team

Advisor
Marketing

Equity investor
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Secured Seed Investments
& Product Development Initiated

LootMogul Company
& Team Founded

Gaming Platform Launched
(Alpha) & Brand Ambassador 
Program Created

iOS App, UX Uplift,
Multi-Chain & Token Agnostics
Architecture Deployed

Community Incentive Program,
Web3 Marketplace & Learn & Earn

Game Launched (v 1.0)

Onboard Strategic Investors,
Brands, Sports Partners
and Global Franchises

Launch metaverse stadiums,
training academies, sports cities
with real-world experiences

Launch Blockchain Games -
Basketball, Football, Pickleball,

Racing, Rodeo, Cricket etc.

Q1
2020

Q1
2021

Launched Open APIs and SDKs
to integrate third party games

and meta commerce stores

Q1
2022

Q3
2020

Q3
2021

Q1
2023

Q3
2022

Q3
2023

Live Web3 Global
Leagues and Fantasy
Legends Sports Competitions

Athletes & Fans competes
with/against AI powered

blockchain identities & teams

Deploy multi-devices
metaverse platform on PC,

Mobile, Console, AR & VR devices

Q1
2024

Q1
2025

Q3
2024

Q3
2025RO

A
D

M
A
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Founders & Core Team

Raj Rajkotia
Raj Rajkotia is the founder of LootMogul, NextGen. He has worked in the computer and video game 
sectors for almost fifteen years. In recent years, he has spent time at major Esports and gaming 
companies, including Riot Games and Warner Bros. Raj has extensive experience creating, market-
ing, and leading gaming and esports businesses in the United States, Europe, and Asia.

Kuntal Sampat
LootMogul's COO and co-founder, Kuntal Sampat, has worked in the field of influencer acquisition 
for over 26 years. He has also worked in the fields of influencer gaming platform development, NFT 
creation, product management, data analytics, and marketing acquisition, among other things. 
Kuntal's professional history includes Sugal & Damani Group, The Khel Group (including partnering 
with Playtech, Microgaming, Flutter etc. and deploying sports betting, Poker, Casino platforms), 
In2M Technologies, etc., before he joined the LootMogul team. 

Raj Rajkotia
Founder CEO

Kuntal Sampat
Co-Founder COO

Nilesh Sukalikar
Engr. Team Lead

Devendra Yadav
Head Gr. Designer

Sumeet Dudani
Finance Head

Corsley Edwards
Influencer Management

Vibhu Srivastava
Community Management
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